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Abstract
Every life form is dependent on ecosystem services for food, water, fiber, ecological regulation and societal values.
During the past 50 years, human beings interfered in to the wellbeing of these ecosystems and the services they
provide, mainly to fulfill the ever increasing demand of humans. Many ecosystems are being degraded by putting
their ecological services in jeopardy and causing considerably irremediable losses of biodiversity from the face of
the earth. The degradation of these resources is also expected to grow in the years to come by posing a threat to the
wellbeing of humanity in various forms. The threat, therefore, needs a collaborated action from grass root to global
level entities and bodies. Strong policy, strategy and institutional frameworks and action plans could also play a
role in averting the ongoing degradation of the ecosystem services. This paper is therefore, aimed at highlighting
the major ecosystem services and some possible measures that will help to mitigate the degradation of their
services.
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1. Introduction
Ecosystems are composed of the biological living things community (animals, plants and organisms that interact
with each other) in an area and the chemical as well as physical elements of the environment such as climate,
weather, atmosphere, etc. (Walt, 2008).
In the natural world, the whole thing is interrelated. In the context of ecosystems the living and the non-living
actors will work together. Ecosystems do not have a precise size. It can be small like a tree or sapling and can
also be big like a lake or a desert. The sun light, edaphic factors, plants, animals, water, etc. they all work
together. If one of these is affected by internal and external factors the entire system will be affected in one way
or another. If the soil doesn’t have enough nutrients, air or water plants will not be able to grow. If the plants
can’t grow herbivorous animals will not be able to survive and if the herbivores are not there the carnivores
cannot exist. In the reverse order if there are no carnivores the herbivores can be a threat to the plants. In the
ecosystem, all the different factions of life depend on each other and make a balanced system of life that controls
the different geochemical and biophysical interactions and processes of the environment (NHPT, 2015).
Ecosystems and the biodiversity they contain are the foundations of life on the face of the earth. They form the
fundamental natural climatic regulation processes which are the basis for supply of essentials to sustain life (food,
water, clean air, fiber, etc.). Healthy ecosystems also have a role in regulating weather and climatic factors from
local to global levels, whilst assisting in economic, social and political developments of a nation or a community.
They also support the enhancement of livelihood opportunities through, soil and water conservation, flood
regulation, disaster risk reduction, food security and water supply. Ecosystems can also play a pivotal role in
climate change by sequestering carbon.
Different regions of the world are gaining economic prosperity at the expense of ecosystem services. Many of the
natural ecosystems are changed to yield different benefits, for instance more than 40 percent of the earth’s surface
is being used for agriculture. As a result, local and global ecosystems, however, are facing tremendous pressure as
a result of the growing demand of the ever increasing population rate of the globe. This is also affecting the future
of sustainable development through biodiversity loss, climate change and different forms of disaster like flood.
However, if these alarm have to be altered, different actors of development (Government, civil society
organizations, academia, the private sector, communities) need to have a coordinated action as all the entities have
a paramount role in overcoming this global challenge (UNEP, 2010).
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2. Objectiive
The paperr is aimed at highlighting
h
thee major servicces of ecosysteems, their curreent challenges and some posssible
measures tthat could helpp to mitigate thhe degradationn of their servicces.
3. Method
dology
For the com
mpilation of thhis paper, diffeerent literatures on ecosystem
ms and the servvices they provvide were reviewed
from bookks, journals andd proceedings. The practical ffield level experiences and oobservations weere also capturred in
the synthesis of the papeer. The paper aalso tried to piinpoint some oof the policy annd strategy isssues that need to be
consideredd by decision makers
m
if the seervices of the vvarious ecosysstems need to bbe maintained in a sustained way.
4. Result aand Discussioon
4.1 The cooncept of Ecosyystem
Different scholars definned ecosystem
m in different ways. Vreugddenhil et al., ((2003) howevver, mentioned
d that
Christopheerson’s (1997) definition loooks reasonablyy feasible, but tthere are also some others tooo. Accordinglly, an
ecosystem
m is defined as a natural system
m consisting oof all plants, annimals and miccroorganisms (bbiotic factors) in an
area functiioning together with all the nnon-living phyysical (abiotic) factors of the environment.
Vreugdenhhil et al., (20033) and BO (20008) also said thhat the term eccosystem was ccreated in 19300 by Roy Clapham,
so as to designate the bioological and phhysical elements of an enviroonment which w
was consideredd in relation to each
other as a unit. At later times
t
the Britissh ecologist A
Arthur Tansley hhas later develloped the term
m by describing
g it as
the interacctive system established
e
beetween biocoeenosis (a grouup of living ccreatures) and their biotope (the
environmeent in which thhey live).
The onlinee dictionary of biology alsoo defined ecosyystem as a system that incluudes all livingg organisms (b
biotic
factors) in an area as well as its physiccal environmennt (abiotic factoors) functioninng together as a unit (BO, 20
008).

m assessment ((EEA, 2015)
Figuure 1. Concepttual frameworkk for ecosystem
w
At the heaart of the ecosyystem conceptt is the continuued interactionn among animaals, plants, edaaphic factors, water
and the atm
mosphere, wheereby their inteeraction createes a dynamic reelationship unnit that supports their surviva
al and
existence aas one cannot live
l without its direct and inndirect interactiion with the enntire system.
An ecosysstem can be coonsidered susttainable if it iss healthy, wheereby all living forms will hhave the chance of
reproducinng themselves,, which shows as there is a biologically acttive biodiversitty in that envirronment.
Essentials that ensure thhe survival off humanity aree obtained as a result of thhe very existennce of healthy
y and
diverse ecosystems. Thiis includes thee production of goods and services like foood, fiber, cleaan water, clean
n air,
timber, ennvironmental development
d
aand protectionn, formation aand recycling of nutrients, decompositio
on of
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wastes, aeesthetic value and the proteection and connservation of genetic diverssity that ensurres the surviv
val of
mankind.
4.2 Ecosysstem Services
UKNEA (2012) definedd ecosystem seervices as “thee benefits provvided by ecosyystems that coontribute to ma
aking
human life
fe both possiblle and worth living.” Ecosyystem servicess support the survival of huuman beings either
e
directly orr indirectly. UK
KNEA, (2012)) also explaineed the term ‘seervices’ encom
mpass the tanggible and intangible
benefits thhat humans obttain from ecosyystems, whichh are sometimees separated intto ‘goods’ andd ‘services’.
The Envirronment Agenncy of Europee has formulatted the Comm
mon Internatioonal Classificaation of Ecosy
ystem
Services thhat classifies the services oof ecosystems in to three bbroad groups - provisioningg, maintenance
e and
regulation and cultural services (Sara, 2015).

Figure 2. Types of ecosystem servicces (Sara, 20155)
ms provide servvices that ensuure the survivall of life forms on the planet. Different prodducts could inc
clude,
Ecosystem
water, foood, medicine, protection froom flood and soil erosion, fiber, timber and control oof pest and disease
outbreaks. Recreational and spirituall values are aalso among thhe services whhich a healthyy ecosystem could
c
provide. O
Other services of ecosystem
ms could also include, but not limited too are the form
mation of soill and
nutrients, nnutrient recycling, carbon ssequestration, sshelter for willd animals, etcc. In general, ecosystems are the
basis for thhe survival of humanity
h
in onne way or anotther (UKNEA
A, 2012).
It is howeever, a sad factt that many eccosystems are being interferred by anthroppogenic factorrs as a result of
o the
ever increaasing population and as a reesult of this a w
wider portion oof the earth’s ssurface along w
with its inhabiitants
are facing manifold form
ms of disaster ((flood, droughtt, disease, hunger, climate chhange, etc.).
m Ecosystem Assessment reesult about 60 percent (15 out
o of
Accordingg to WRS (20005), based on the Millennium
3
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24) of the ecosystem services are currently going through a sever degradation and unsustainable utilization of
resources, mainly caused by the increase in food production for the growing population. As the resources are
being used unsustainably, it is also believed as the current situation is putting the future generation in jeopardy.
Apart from these, this alteration of the ecology is also affecting the wider segment of the population – urban and
rural poor since it is directly affecting the cost of living and by widening inequalities among communities. It is
also unlikely that the major causes of ecosystems degradation to become less. As a result, a lot of development
ventures like poverty alleviation, health services, etc. will be affected directly for lack of synergy to combat the
end results of ecosystem services degradation.
The conservation and development of natural capital is therefore, a pressing need which needs the strong
attention of development actors at all levels. Though, actions are being taken presently to develop ecosystem
services, more coordinated action still in its infant stage. Policy and strategic directions need to be materialized
so as to preserve the dying biodiversity resources of the planet earth. A holistic and integrated ecosystem based
development model needs to be effected by centering human development and the health of ecosystems.
Institutional capacity development programmes has to be centered and focused on maintain the remaining
biodiversity resources so that the deleterious effects of ecosystem disturbance will have a reduced harm on the
wellbeing of life forms on the globe. Since household energy demand is a great contributor for the clearing of
forest ecosystems, the issues of energy security has to be followed up through the development of eco-friendly
alternative energy sources and innovations. Local livelihoods and employment generations will also help in
lowering down the dependence of local people on the remaining natural resources which are already under the
threat of land resources degradation.
5. Conclusion
In all parts of the world, ecosystems provide the space for the survival and wellbeing of the immense biodiversity
resources of the planet. The healthy and proper relationship and interaction of these diverse forms of life in the
different ecosystems is the foundation for the wellbeing of humanity. It is however, a sad fact that the ecosystem
services are facing a severe degradation as a result of increased demand for food, water, fiber and other necessity
and luxury needs of mankind. Different ecosystems are no more in a position to provide their services that have
supported immense biodiversity resources which humanity can’t afford to live without it. Anthropogenic factors
are affecting the health of forest resources, wetlands, different water bodies and other natural resources. Climate
change on the other hand is posing a considerable threat on the health of ecosystems by compromising their ability
to provide services which they used to. Therefore, there should be urgent action in enhancing the awareness from
local to higher levels on the interwoven relationship of ecosystem services. Decision makers need to work
reforming policy, strategy, institutional and legislative frameworks which can ease the health of ecosystem
services. As ecosystem services don’t know political borders, placing cross border ecosystem management
systems and frameworks should also be given a strong emphasis along with an immediate action.
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